Flexoelectric switching in a bistable nematic device.
We present a continuum theory model of switching in a bistable nematic liquid crystal device. The bistability of the device investigated relies on the fact that one of the cell surfaces exhibits two stable anchoring states, that is, two surface director orientations are locally stable. Since the other surface exhibits monostable, homeotropic anchoring there are two possible ground state director orientations within the cell, depending on the director orientation at the bistable surface. We first investigate the stability of these base states and find a critical surface anchoring strength below which only one of the states is stable. We also investigate the process of switching between the two stable states through the application of an electric field and the presence of a flexoelectric polarization. At high field strengths the dielectric interaction with the applied field will dominate the flexoelectric effect and may hinder switching. We find, therefore, that a window of possible field strengths exists within which switching occurs.